You already know that Xerox® Supplies for non-Xerox® Printers can help you realize meaningful cost savings with unmatched quality. But did you know they offer significant health and safety benefits as well?

Bargain brand and copycat toner might seem like a good deal, but they come with several hidden costs and risks, such as downtime, health hazards and damage that can void your printer warranty.

Xerox® Supplies for non-Xerox® Printers take the guesswork out of balancing ecology with economy. Now you don’t have to choose between cost savings, safety and sustainability — you can have it all.

**WHY ARE XEROX® SUPPLIES FOR NON-XEROX® PRINTERS THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOUR HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT?**

**Responsibility**

Unlike bargain brands and cheap clones, Xerox ensures complete health and safety compliance. Our toner and printing products are **non-carcinogenic**, **non-mutagenic** and meet or exceed the strictest global standards for indoor air quality and emissions, helping you create a safer work environment. Have peace of mind knowing our toner has undergone rigorous testing to ensure safety and performance.

**Rethink**

Think all toner is created equal? Think again. Some manufacturers use DecaBDE in their toner, a toxic chemical that has been linked to serious health and environmental issues, such as cancer and neurotoxicity. As part of our commitment to safety and Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS), Xerox has banned the use of DecaBDE in all products since 2008.

**Relax**

Xerox cares deeply about your business and the environment. Your health and safety are our top priority. With Xerox® Supplies for non-Xerox® Printers, you don’t have to worry about the risks that come with cheap clones. And if there’s ever an issue, help is only a phone call away.

---

**DID YOU KNOW?**

Xerox® Supplies for non-Xerox® Printers meet the most stringent performance, safety and sustainability certifications around the globe including:

- ISO 9001
- ISO 14001
- ISO/IEC 19798
- Nordic Ecolabel
- WEEE
- STMC
- DIN 33870
- RoHS
- REACH
- Blue Angel
Remanufacturing

Each year, more than 500 million toner cartridges end up in landfills globally. Xerox keeps millions of pounds of waste out of landfills — cartridges can be remanufactured several times before reaching true end of life. Remanufacturing a cartridge saves up to 80% of the energy that would be required to produce a new cartridge.

Recyclability

Recycling spent toner cartridges is essential — a single cartridge can take up to 1,000 years to biodegrade in a landfill. Xerox® Supplies for non-Xerox® Printers are suitable for entry into local recycling streams. Local recycling helps to minimize waste, reduce pollution and contributes to sustainable consumption efforts.

Savings that go beyond costs

At Xerox, sustainability is our way of doing business. Our standards for quality, safety and sustainability are stricter than regulatory limits. Xerox® Supplies for non-Xerox® Printers are designed to have high levels of performance with low environmental impact. They can help you reduce your carbon footprint, boost your eco-credentials and reach your corporate sustainability goals.

On a consistent yearly basis, Xerox comes within a fraction of a point from 100% landfill avoidance for spent equipment and supplies.

As part of our commitment to sustainability, Xerox reclaims as much reusable material as possible during the remanufacturing process.

Recycled cartridges are returned to the market as usable raw material with zero waste to landfill.